
JB Building Products
Excellence in Cladding



In 1973 Jerry Forrest started working with Norbotten Steel Ltd. as Product Manager
for Plannja, promoting long span deep decking and roof and wall cladding in
PVF2. The first major project was Geneseis Park, Birchwood, with Nicholas
Grimshaw and Partners which featured a 10m single span grid using 200mm

deep decking. After a short time with PMF Jerry established JB Building
Products Ltd. in 1980, a consultancy concerned with all aspects of the

building envelope but especially innovative roofing, cladding and decking
products and systems. 

In 1982 Jerry was instrumental in the formation of Architectural Profiles Ltd. (APL)
and Ahsell Profil AB which supplied materials for many projects of note including the
distribution centre for Grattan, Bradford. This was the biggest single phase building
in Europe at the time. During his time as Managing Director of APL Jerry introduced a

number of significant new products into the UK; most notably the first ever half-round
cladding profile and and a PVF2-based coating system which incorporates metallic

pigments that change colour with the ambient light.

During 1996 Jerry was asked to form the UK subsidiary of Gasell Profil AB, Sweden, called
Gasell Profiles Ltd. New products were launched including a rainscreen system whose
manufacture is completely automated. To date numerous prestigious projects throughout the UK
are now clad with this system. Another area of excellence is Jerry’s in-depth knowledge of
stressed skin roof systems, in conjunction with Parker Design Associates (PDA), as is shown to
great effect on the waved roof of the new factory at the Dyson headquarters at Malmesbury.

Whilst at Gasell Jerry instigated the first ever annual competition specifically for profiled roofing
and cladding contractors. Called PICA (Perfection in Cladding Awards) it was sponsored by
Gasell and rapidly became a benchmark of quality within the industry.

Since leaving Gasell, a year ago, JB Building Products continues to flourish and Jerry has been
heavily involved in a number of interesting projects including the first ever Geometrica
galvanised steel space frame dome in Europe, at Marchwood Waste Plant, Fawley, with PDA.
He has also helped to introduce a new type of standing seam roof system into the UK market
which offers unrivalled improvement in walkability and enhanced thermal performance.

Says Jerry “I feel very privileged to have worked through one of the best periods of English
architecture - with what were the avant garde architects of their day including Norman Foster,
Nicholas Grimshaw, Piano and Rogers, Michael Aukett, Michael Hopkins and Chris Wilkinson
who are still producing fantastic buildings along with their quest for better products and better
performance.”

Profile



Airbus Factory, Broughton Grattan Distribution Centre, Bradford

Marchwood Waste Plant, Fawley, Hampshire
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100 Winnersh Triangle, Reading 

Architects: Slough Estates

Structural Engineers: Tooke and Partners

4,500m2 of long strip metal roofing

100 Winnersh Triangle is a mixed office and studio development which was designed using

deep structural liner trays on a 4m span grid in conjunction with PDA. There are four roofs

on the site which have all been stylishly finished externally with a long strip soft steel roofing

system. This innovative development was the first project in the UK to use this particular type

of roofing, which has been proven in use throughout Europe. Jerry Forrest introduced this

product to the UK construction industry in 1997. On this particular project the roofing has

been coated in a PVF2-based three coating system which incorporates metallic pigments. As

the ambient light changes the roof appears to change colour; in this instance from a silvery

grey to a deep graphite. This gives the roofs the appearance of aluminium, whilst having the

strength of steel.
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Airbus Factory, Broughton

Architects: FaulknerBrowns

30,000m2 of half-round cladding profile

5,000m2 of sinusoidal cladding profile

8,000m2 of flat sheeting

This impressive development is one of the largest projects in the UK using profiled cladding

and is being used for the manufacture of the wings of the new Airbus A380. The building is

400m long with elevations over 30m high and covers 17.5 acres. Two different cladding

profiles were specified, both laid horizontally and both supplied in PVF2, in two different

colours, dark metallic silver and mid grey. The different colours help to break up the mass of

the building, as does the use of the contrasting profiles - one a bold half-round design and

the other a slender sinusoidal. Also supplied was an extensive metreage of sheeting which

was used to make the flashings. The final result is a manufacturing centre that makes an

architectural statement about aesthetics, elegance and environmental integration for such a

large factory.
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Blue Print, Portsmouth

Architects: Geoffrey Thorpe Architecture

3,500m2 of half-round cladding profile

This is a development of three buildings designed by Thorpe Architecture as a combination

of mixed office and industrial units. It is the first ever development in the UK to use a 

half-round profile. It was also the first project in the UK to use an early irridescent coating in

a colour called barrier blue. Full credit must go to the Thorpe practice for their vision in

using this profile as a horizontal wall cladding. Prior to this project, the profile had only ever

been used as a roofing profile in mainland Europe. Another interesting feature of these

buildings was the concept of using exposed BSR black fillers at the ends of the profile, which

created very crisp detailing and eliminated the need for flashings. The final result is a very

aesthetic and practical development in the Imperial style with contrasting white colonnades.
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Brunel University Athletics Centre 

Architects David Morley 

Structural Engineers Anthony Hunt Associates 

5,000m2 Structural Liner Tray

This recently built facility by David Morley Architects is a specially designed indoor running

track combined with a netball hall. The project was managed by C2C and invited AHA to

design the curved structure, who in turn asked PDA to provide a stressed skin roof lining on

a 6 metres grid. This consisted of a deep structural liner tray, which was face perforated and

coated white in PVF2, complete with a hidden internal support system to carry the electrics,

heater piping and sign supports to give an uninterrupted view down the length of the

running track. The two buildings totalled 170 metres in length by 24 metres wide. 
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Dinosaur Museum, Sandown, Isle of Wight

Architects: Rainey Petrie Design

800m2 of aluminium cladding

This new build project is located very close to the sea so all the external half-round profiled

cladding was specified in aluminium and coated in metallic silver PVF2. The exterior features

this profiled cladding almost exclusively and achieves an appropriate space age look.

Already the museum has become a firm favourite with youngsters throughout the UK.

Although a relatively small project, as regards the square metreage of the cladding, it is a

very interesting and unusual application. The building is striking, aesthetically, with a lot of

complex angles and mitred corners. The cladding installers, Metclad Contracts Ltd., executed

the complicated design extremely well and are a worthy winner of PICA 2000, sponsored by

Gasell Profiles.
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Dyson Headquarters and Factory, Malmesbury, Wiltshire

Architects: Chris Wilkinson Associates

Structural Engineers: Anthony Hunt Associates

20,000m2 deep decking roof

5,000m2 metres of sinusoidal cladding profile

For many years JB Building Products has been involved, with others, in the design and

supply of decking systems where a combination of long spans, superior performance and

aesthetics are required. These systems provide greater design freedom by reducing the

number of supporting elements and giving more flexibility in the use of floor area. This

philosophy has been shown to great effect on this project. Jerry Forrest worked closely with

PDA, a world leader in steel building design, and the structural engineers to enable the

specified criteria to be accommodated. The 200mm deep decking profile single spans 10m

and is fixed directly to slender steel columns on a 20m x 10m single span grid. At the gable

ends the distinctive stressed skin waved roof cantilevers out 1.8m, unsupported by any

vertical columns.
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Fullers Logistics, Slough 

Architects: Slough Estates

4,000m2 of half-round cladding profile

5,000m2 of liner for roofs, walls and soffits

This building was designed and installed by Slough Estates plc own team SECT for Fullers

Logistics who are the distribution company for Mars. Confectionery ingredients are mixed

and blended on site and then transferred to other Mars factories, on the same trading estate.

All of the steel half-round profile was laid horizontally and coated in metallic silver PVF2. The

18m high elevations were divided into 6m bays to accommodate the warehousing facility.
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Grattan Distribution Centre, Bradford

Architects: Singleton Architects

200,000m2 of various roofing and cladding profiles

5,000m2 of internal fire wall with Cryatherm

When completed this project was the most advanced distribution centre in Europe, the

largest single phase building in Europe and the largest commercial contract placed in 1987

which utilised profiled cladding and roofing. The building covers 23 acres on a 53 acre site

in the centre of Bradford. It is 300m long with an eaves height in the high bay area of 20m.

The length necessitated using essential elements of the building design to break up the long

elevations. Externally the building was divided into a 15m column grid with large castellated

columns used as supports and coloured blue to contrast with the PVF2 silver cladding. Jerry

was instrumental in designing the internal fire wall. It achieved a fire rating of 6 hours when

only 2 hours were required.
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Imax Cinema, Waterloo, London

Architects: Avery Associates

1,500m2 of long strip metal roofing

This cinema is the largest Imax cinema in Europe and a £20 million Millennium project. The

circular dome roof is impressive. It spans 20m and is supported by ten huge steel trusses,

each weighing 5 tonnes. Onto this is clad 1,500m2 of long strip soft metal roofing. This

special steel roofing has been proven in Europe for 25 years but was introduced to the UK

market by Jerry Forrest in 1997. On this project the roof was coated in a PVF2-based three

coat system incorporating metallic pigments which gives the roof the appearance of

aluminium, whilst having the strength of steel. Jerry Forrest and the roofing contractor Kelsey

Roofing Industries were involved at the earliest stages of this project, presenting pre-

construction and design development programmes plus liaising with contractors to ensure a

smooth interface throughout.  
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Marchwood Waste Plant, Fawley, Hampshire

Architects: Space Architecture of Paris

Structural Engineers: Construction Co. CNIM

16,000m2 of Geometrica space frame 

JB Building Products has recently been closely involved in the development of the first

galvanized Geometrica steel three dimensional space frame dome in Europe. This unique

design has a base diameter of 110m and a height of 35m. It is the largest self-supporting

dome to be constructed in Europe. The project is the result of extensive discussions with the

design team of Construction Co. CINM of La Seyne and PDA, Geometrica of Houston, the

architects and the client, Hampshire Waste Services. This design has saved more than three

quarters of the conventional structural weight and associated fabrication costs, while the

internal plant has been constructed simultaneously saving time. All the 50,000 steel

components were bar-coded at the factory to ensure accuracy of assembly and reduce

erection time. The dome is clad with metal decking, a geo membrane and an aluminium skin.
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Nangor Road, Dublin

Architects: David Maddon Associates

2,500m2 of rainscreen panels

3,500m2 of cladding profiles

This new development is of four large buildings which are mixed offices and warehouses.

Two different external cladding profiles were specified on the basis of their cost

competitiveness and interesting shadow line effects. Laid in horizontal bands below the office

windows, they provide an attractive feature and reduce the effect of the mass of the

buildings. Both the flat rainscreen panels and cladding profiles are coated in PFV2 for

longevity. When specified in metallic silver and graphite, as they are here, they give the

appearance of aluminium whilst having the strength of steel. Together they provide a highly

practical and innovative cladding solution.
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Pond’s Forge, Sheffield

Architects: FaulknerBrowns

Structural Engineers: Ove Arup

3,000m2 of aluminium decking

Sheffield City Council commissioned FaulknerBrowns to design a very innovative leisure

centre, called Pond’s Forge. It houses an Olympic competition size swimming pool used for

international events and a separate leisure pool. The requirement was for a PVF2 white

coated aluminium deep decking, for humidity purposes, onto a lattice roof structure which

spanned 3.75m. It was web perforated to meet the specified acoustic requirements. The

decking also had to support the attractive barrel vaulted MR24 external roofing system. 
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Prima Fruit, Evesham

Architects: Barnsley Associates

1,000m2 of rainscreen panels

2,200m2 of half-round cladding profile

The front facade of this combined office, packaging and warehousing facility is clad in steel

rainscreen panels in an aesthetic and unusual chequer-board pattern. All the panels are

coated in a PVF2-based three coat system which changes colour with the ambient light. The

panels were specified in two colours, frost white and zinc grey. As the light fades the colours

deepen and this is particularly dramatic at twilight. The customised mitred corners, turrets

and parapet panels around the glazed areas show a very high standard of detailing. The

rear of the building is clad in a steel half-round profile laid horizontally and also coated in a

PVF2-based three coat system. The 900mm cover width of the profile allows for conventional

detailing of doors and windows.  
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Royal Masonic School for Girls, Rickmansworth

Architects: Tate & Hindle Design Ltd.

Structural Engineers: Anthony Hunt Associates

4,500m2 of deep decking profile

1,200m2 of soffit profile

Tate & Hindle designed the Bicentenary Sports Hall at the Royal Masonic School for Girls

featuring the gymnasium using deep decking coated soft white on a 4m grid incorporating a

stress design by PDA, in conjunction with the structural engineers. The external roof was

stylishly finished in long strip hard metal copper to great effect. Also supplied was a very

shallow soffit profile which imitates fine timber planking. Due to the angle of the soffit it was

also specified in soft white to eliminate the glare traditionally associated with bright white

finishes. 
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Sun King, Slough

Architects: Slough Estates

210m2 rainscreen panels

2,200m2 half-round cladding profile

5,750m2 of roof and wall liner

This mixed office and manufacturing development was designed by Slough Estates. It

features a steel rainscreen panel system on the front facades between ribbon windows with a

half-round profiled cladding on the other elevations. Both the panels and profile are coated

in PVF2, metallic silver. This project was the first project in the UK to feature this new panel

system, which had previously been proven in use in Scandinavia. It also shows very

successfully the integration of two compatible, but not easily interfaceable, cladding systems.

By combining these two systems a very stylish, yet cost competitive, building was achieved. 
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Volkswagon, Milton Keynes

Architects: Milton Keynes development Corporation (MKDC)

4,000m2 of trapezoidal profile

This building was designed as one of the first distribution centres for Volkswagon, back in

1974. The vertical steel wall cladding is a special semi-deep trapezoidal profile pre-coated

in PFV2 metallic gold. At the time it was only the second building in the UK to be coated in

PVF2, which has now become a benchmark of quality in the industry. Although the cladding

has been installed for over 30 years, its very high grade has stood the test of time and is a

bold statement to the longevity of PVF2. Today it is still an aesthetic development.
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The Waves Centre, Blackburn

Architects: FaulknerBrowns

Structural Engineers: Felix J. Samualy

2,700m2 of special built-up roof system

This futuristic leisure centre was commissioned by the local authority with FaulknerBrowns. It

is a leisure centre which was one of the first in the UK to have a long helter-skelter shute into

the water with lots of curves and contours included in the pool’s design. The roof structure is

a deep decking based on a grid system of 4m spans. The internal conditions were for

extremely high humidity and acoustics values and the white coated web perforated

aluminium decking met both of these requirements. The external built-up roofing system

incorporates structural zeds, offset at pre-determined spans, with a semi-deep steel

trapezoidal external profile coated in metallic silver PVF2.  
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Westbourne Studios, London

Architects: Langley Hall Associates

3,500m2 of sinusoidal cladding profile

This interesting project is literally either side of the elevated A40(M) as you drive into London

from the west and either side of the main line into Paddington station. There is an office

tower either side of the motorway connected by a covered courtyard under the flyover which

acts as the internal roof. The development is partly surrounded by railway sidings, a main-

line and tube trains. The towers are all curves with a lot of interesting and very tight

detailing. They are completely clad in a deep sinusoidal steel profile, coated in a PVF2-based

three coat system, which incorporates copper pigments. These pigments dramatically change

colour with the ambient light, from deep blue to deep red. This project also enabled the

cladding contractors SD Samuels Ltd. to win the Commercial category in PICA in 2001,

sponsored by Gasell Profiles.
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West of England Mail Centre, Bristol

Architects: Stride Treglown

5,000m2 of half-round profile

This project features a bold half-round cladding profile laid horizontally on all elevations

except the front, which is panelled. Customised mitred corners, stop ends and horizontal fins

all help to make this a very aesthetic project. The 12m high elevations are in metallic silver,

PFF2, with the fins in a PVF2-based three coat system which incorporates metallic pigments.

As the light changes the pigments change colour from a silvery grey to a deep graphite and

help to reduce the sheer mass of colour and height of the building.
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Whale Island, Portsmouth

Architects: Percy Thomas, Cardiff

1,350m2 of rainscreen panels

1,000m2 of sinusoidal cladding profile

This building was specifically designed as the new headquarters for a Naval Division at

Whale Island. It is very close to the sea so all the cladding is in aluminium. The rotunda has

been cleverly designed to give the impression of being on a ship’s bridge, with fantastic

views over the Solent. One of the most important requirements of the rainscreen system was

that it had to follow the horizontal curtain walling modules around the elevations. This

required a specialist design for the steel curved support system which was carried out, to

great effect, by PDA. This also applied to the rotunda, which was made using the same

fixing system as the main rainscreen panels. To meet the 15 years warranty of the coating

the panels were manufactured from marine grade aluminium and post-coated in PVF2. The

semi-deep sinusoidal profile was formed from pre-coated aluminium coil with a special four

coat system in PVF2. All the louvres were manufactured using the same material. 
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JB Building are proud to have worked with the following architects:

Stride Treglown

Wilkinson Eyre

Singleton Architects

Langley Hall       

Slough Estates            

Tate and Hindle

Faulkner Browns        

Thorpe Architecture

Fosters and Partners         

David Morley

Space Architecture

Barnsley Associates

David Maddon (EIRE)

Rainey Petrie

Percy Thomas Cardiff


